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Bloch coordinates



Bloch coordinates
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Iterated quantum protocol
▪ Second order protocol

1.

2.
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n.



Difference equation for the Bloch coordinates

characteristics of dynamics properties of the quantum protocol



Invariant sets of the dynamics 

The invariant plane (u, v = 0, w)

2 independent variables



Invariant sets of the dynamics 

Pure states – The surface of the Bloch sphere



Invariant sets of the dynamics 

Pure states – The surface of the Bloch sphere

2 independent variables

Time evolution of the pure states



Fixed points

Pure fixed points



Fixed points

Fixed points on the invariant plane 



Limit cycles

numerical

simulations

super attractive cycles



The convergence regions invariant plane

n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5

maximally mixed state; attractive fixed point

superattractive cycles 

repelling fixed point    



Julia set and Quasi-Julia set

▪ pure convergence regions 

▪ Julia set: border of pure basins of attraction



Julia set and Quasi-Julia set

▪ pure convergence regions 

▪ Julia set: border of pure basins of attraction

▪ Quasi-Julia set: all mixed points situated at the 

boundary of the pure attraction regions

P=0.95



Phase transition

▪ the fractal dimension of the border is constant

as a function of the purity of the initial state

▪ below a critical purity value, the fractal

disappears



Critical purity

▪ the point of transition between the regions depends on the degree of the nonlinearity

▪ the critical purity is equal to the

purity of the repelling fixed point

located on the invariant plane



Thank you!
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